Expert System Becomes Premier Google for Work Search Technology Partner
ROCKVILLE, MD – October 29, 2015 – Expert System (EXSY.MI), the leader in multilingual cognitive
computing technology for the effective management of unstructured information, today announced that it
is a Google for Work Search Technology Premier Partner thanks to the integration of Cogito® in Google
Search Appliance (GSA), the highly scalable hardware and software solution that combines Google search
expertise with features that support enterprise business requirements.

The Google Premier tier is reserved for companies that have demonstrated the highest level of
competency and performance based on implementation success. By integrating Cogito for cognitive
computing and unstructured information access, Expert System enhances GSA capabilities: semantic
tagging and enrichment, taxonomy and ontology management, and improved search functionalities based
on a deep understanding of business documents.
“We have been supporting many customers to implement Google Search Appliance into their operations,”
said Marcello Pellacani, VP Strategic Partnerships, Expert System. “Achieving the Google for Work Search
Technology Partner Premier Status is the result of an effective and intensive cooperation with Google that
will allow us to deliver even more value for our customers by combining the unique semantic capabilities
of Cogito with Google search enhancements to make enterprise data management easier and
customizable.”
Ensuring that data and documents are findable across different repositories is one of the biggest
challenges for enterprise teams today. Google Search Appliance provides access to all enterprise content
through a single search box (universal search). Thanks to a deep understanding of the meaning of words in
context, Expert System's Cogito enhances Google Search Appliance with semantic tagging and enrichment,
streamlines the process of building taxonomies and ontologies and enables faceted searches.
About Expert System
Expert System Inc. is a leading provider of cognitive computing and text analytics software based on the
proprietary, patented, multilingual semantic technology of Cogito. Using Expert System’s products,
enterprise companies and government agencies can go beyond traditional keyword approaches for the
rapid sense-making of their structured and unstructured data. Expert System technology has been
deployed to deliver solutions for a vast range of business requirements such as semantic search, open
source intelligence, multilingual text analytics, natural language processing and the development and
management of taxonomies and ontologies. Expert System serves some of the world’s largest industries
including Banking and Insurance, Life Sciences and Pharmaceuticals, Oil and Gas, Media and Publishing, and
Government including companies such as Shell, Chevron, Eli Lilly, Networked Insights, Nalco Champion, US
Department of Justice, DTRA, BAnQ, Biogen, Bloomberg BNA, Elsevier, Gannett, IMF, RSNA, P\S\L, Sanofi,
SOQUIJ, The McGraw-Hill Companies, Thomson Reuters, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Wiley and Wolters
Kluwer. For more information visit www.expertsystem.com or follow us on Twitter at @Expert_System.

